Health & Safety Guidelines
Also posted on http://www.DogZibit.com
As the situation is continually changing, check back often.
All attendees are responsible to know and follow the rules listed.
COVID-19 WAIVER must be completed by all attendees.

Do Not Proceed If:
•
•
•
•

You have signs and symptoms of a fever or high temperatures (100.4°F/38°C or higher).
You have signs and symptoms of coughing, shortness of breath, or respiratory problems.
You have had contact or exposure with any potential source of the virus.
Within 14 days of beginning of trial, if you have been exposed to a positive tested person,
please stay home.

Social Distancing

Do Not Touch Eyes,
Nose & Mouth

Wear a Mask

Wash Hands

Clean and Disinfect Frequently
Touched Objects and Surfaces

Club Protocols:
It is important here at the SGVCC and HDCC to ensure precautions are maintained for
everyone’s health and safety. Below are the new guidelines and practices moving forward until
further notice in response to COVID-19. These trials will not be operating as “business as usual”
and requires the following changes.
We will be adhering to CDC and AKC guidelines. It is imperative that all attendees strive to be
as safe as possible.
General Practices: Clubs, officials, and participants are required to follow guidelines that apply
to the area/site where the event is held. Exhibitor should follow the above safety steps as
frequently as possible. Avoid physical contact (i.e. shaking hands, hugging), touching dogs that
are not your responsibility, and sharing common use items (i.e. pens, pencils). Although the club
has worked diligently to provide some sanitizing supplies around showgrounds, please also be
self-sufficiently prepared with personal hand sanitizer, personal face masks, and memorize
armband number before going to ringside. Do not congregate at the ring or either ring gates.

Face Masks: Per State of California health orders, everyone is required to appropriately wear
face coverings anytime outside of one’s home. Face masks must be properly worn, covering
the nose and mouth completely, or you cannot participate in the show. Exception: Exhibitors
may remove their mask while under their own tent. The mask must be put on correctly, covering
the nose completely and mouth completely when exhibitor is outside of personal tent area.
Parking: Increased distance will be required between vehicles. This is especially for handlers
that are crating from their vehicles. Please look for designated parking area signage directions
on the day of event.
Crating/Shade: Do not remain on show grounds longer than necessary. For others entering in
multiple classes and/or setting up canopy, please do not share canopy with anyone that is not
from your immediate household. If you are asked to move farther away, Please Do It.
Check-In: Maintain at least six feet distance between stewards, secretary, and/or possible line
of people. Showing in Progress: Colored flag indicators will be located on the ring’s ground to
help indicate where each exhibitor should stand reinforcing social distancing during the stand for
examination portion.
Grooming Restrictions: Grooming area layout (marking off individual grooming spaces) will be
created by club to comply with social distancing guidelines. Forced air dryers and
fans of any sort are not recommended for use.
Prizes: At the conclusion of each class, judge will identify placesments.
a. Maintain social distance.
b. Steward will sanitize hands before sorting ribbons and place on table.
c. Exhibitor will pick up ribbon when exiting the ring.
Spectators: Please help to minimize the number of people on showgrounds. Spectators (i.e.
significant others, spouses, non-participating individuals) are not recommended.
Judges and Stewards: Social distance shall be maintained as much as possible in and around
the ring amongst each other. Hand sanitizing options and gloves will be provided ringside for
easy access and those who wish to add additional layer of protection.
Lunch for judges, stewards, and committee members: Prepackaged lunch should be
available along with as needed supply of bottled water.
Photography: Judge may be not be featured in win photos or special posing will be required.
Any person who fails or refuses to follow these established guidelines during the event
or anywhere on showgrounds will be investigated by trial committee for misconduct
prejudicial of the sport.
An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people
are present. COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe
illness and death. By attending these events, you voluntarily assume all risks
related to exposure to COVID-19.

